
Subject: English Year 9 - Mrs North – Lesson 1
Time:  50 minutes approx. 
Learning Objectives: I can understand vocabulary in the text. I can read and listen to the text. I can write a 
letter in the character of Bruno.

HOME LEARNING

Don’t forget to SAVE AS with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April
If you would like us to see or mark your work, please email it or send a photo of your completed work to: anorth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk
Thank you

Hi everyone, I hope you are all well and enjoying the story. 

Today, we are going to be reading and listening to the next 
chapter of ‘The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas’ by John 

Boyne. 

Click on Task 3 to listen to the instructions for this task. 

Thank you Mrs North

mailto:anorth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk


Task 1: Vocabulary and definition match
Can you match the vocabulary to the correct definition? 

You might want to check them using a dictionary - https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/

humorous To order somebody to come to you.

dominated To invent something new or a new way of doing something. 

applause To say a poem, piece of literature, etc. that you have learned, especially to an audience.

devise A person who loves their country and who is ready to defend it against an enemy.

reciting High in rank or position. 

summoned Funny; showing a sense of humour.

elevated To control or have a lot of influence over somebody/something, especially in an unpleasant 
way.

patriot The noise made by a group of people clapping their hands and sometimes shouting to show 
their approval or pleasure.

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/


Task 2: Read or listen to Chapter 8 - ‘Why Grandmother Stormed Out’.
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If you would like to listen to the 
whole of chapter 8 you can 
either type ‘(224) The Boy in 
the Striped Pajamas Chapter 
Eight - YouTube’ into google or 
click on the link below. 
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=3Kw0ACpoCPM

This part of the 
text is a flashback.

What is a 
flashback? 
Why do you think 
they have added 
this to the story?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Kw0ACpoCPM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Kw0ACpoCPM
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Task 3: Write a letter to Bruno’s Grandmother

No. 1 Commandant’s Office
C. Camp

Out-With

Dear Grandmother,

Paragraph 1:
How you feel about the move to ‘Out-With’
How your new home is different to your old home.

Paragraph 2:
Describe what you see outside your window.
How you feel about what you see.

Paragraph 3:
How are you getting on with your family members?
The talk with your father, and how you felt about it.

Paragraph 4:
What you plan on doing in this new house.
What you wish could happen.

Sign off – E.g. Your loving grandson, Bruno.

 I have written from the point of view of Bruno.
 I have written my letter in paragraphs.
 I have shown how Bruno feels about other characters.
 I have used a wide range of vocabulary.
 I have used at least 3 different punctuation marks.
 I have asked questions.

At the end of 
chapter 8, Bruno 
writes a letter to 
his Grandmother 
explaining how 
unhappy he is, 
what he has 
experienced so 
far and how he 
is getting on 
with the rest of 
the family.Page 94

https://glebe.bromley.sch.uk/assets/Uploads/audio/North/InstructionsYr9Wk7Lesson1.m4a

